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for a vibrant dallas couple, a designer gives this
university park home more light, better feng shui and
splashes of effervescent color.
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hen a couple relocated to Dallas, they
found a spacious house in the tree-lined
University Park community—and quickly
snapped it up. They appreciated its
traditional details and big yard, which had
room for a pool; however, the home’s dated feel and heavy
décor weren’t quite their taste. Having lived in the South, the
couple, who have two adult daughters, were familiar with
more formal, draped interiors, but this time they wanted to
switch things up. “We envisioned a home that was light and
airy with happy colors and plenty of room to ramble,” says the
wife. Adds the husband: “We didn’t want ultra-formal rooms
but comfortable areas that were bright and easy to live in.”
To achieve these goals, the couple turned to designer Tiffany
McKinzie. “We hit it off immediately,” says McKinzie of the
wife. “She brought a few design books to our first meeting,
so I was able to quickly ascertain her style, which is a mirror
image to her personality: bright and bubbly. She wanted to
incorporate color without overpowering the spaces.”

To begin, the couple chose a neutral background palette
of white and gray, yet to satisfy the wife’s craving for color,
McKinzie added dashes of various hues throughout. The
dining room’s custom head chairs wrapped in a vibrant fuchsia
textile embody this notion, as does a custom banquette in
the breakfast nook featuring a plum indoor-outdoor fabric. In
turn, the family room includes a large ottoman swathed in a
teal micro-velvet, while a dark fuchsia carpet from Feizy Rugs
lays the groundwork for a bold setting in the den. “The wife
didn’t want the house to be too serious; she wanted spaces
to be a little unexpected and was fearless with color,” says
McKinzie, who oversaw the renovation aspects of this project,
including repainting the interior, gutting a portion of the kitchen,
replacing decorative fixtures throughout and updating the
master bathroom, among other endeavors.
The couple was especially eager to revamp the kitchen,
which originally had no eating area. “We love sitting around
the kitchen table and didn’t want to use the dining room
all the time,” says the husband. “So we had a table made

This Dallas home’s brick exterior
features wrought iron, which was
brought in by the previous owner from
New Orleans. Owner Gerick Schraub
and landscape designer Susan
Newell, of Green Earth Services of
Texas, worked with the current owners
on the landscape. Newell selected
spartan junipers to frame the house.
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For a pop of color, designer Tiffany McKinzie placed a custom ottoman covered in a teal micro-velvet
by Kravet in the family room. A Palecek wing chair sits with an Oly side table purchased at Design
Directions Dallas and rests on a rug from Truett Fine Carpets & Rugs. New York-based Laura Solomon
Fine Art sourced pieces that include this red abstract by James Nares.

Opposite: Artistic Designs refinished the owners’ existing buffet in Sherwin-Williams’ Gauntlet Gray for the dining room.
Visual Comfort lamps from Taylors on Ten and a mirror from Arteriors create a charming vignette. The side chair’s vibrant
Kravet textile coordinates with the chartreuse drapery fabric also from Kravet.
Below: The dining room’s neutral GP&J Baker wallcovering, purchased at Lee Jofa, is punctuated by shots of chartreuse
and fuchsia throughout the space. A custom head chair covered in a Kravet textile and Theodore Alexander side chairs
from Brendan Bass surround a Hickory White table from Gorrod Gallery. The vintage bar cart is from Scout Design Studio.

“Elements from bygone eras offer
a different flavor and make for
wonderful conversation pieces.”
-Tiffany McKinzie

The living room sofa is upholstered in Schumacher’s Sophia velvet and is joined
by a gold faux bois Global Views table; a seaside display centers an Oly cocktail
table, here and left. Resting on a Lapchi rug from Interior Resources are A. Rudin
chairs from EC Dicken and a Scott Arthur Yerkey Design acrylic table from Ellouise
Abbott. Artwork by Ruairiadh O’Connell hangs over stools from One Kings Lane.

and a banquette built in. It’s now the focal point in the
space.” McKinzie also brought in new appliances and
gave a glass cabinet a citrusy orange interior for a pop of
color. “Orange is such a strong hue, so I was mindful to
not incorporate too much of it,” McKinzie says. This design
element also sets the tone for the family room—a space
adjacent to the kitchen—which features orange accents
mixed with other secondary colors. “We didn’t want every
room to feature the same tones but instead for there to
be a flow throughout the home,” McKinize says. “I created
visual breaks from the pops of color by having some
rooms feature softer palettes, such as the living room,
which includes lilac and white. It has only a small dose
of additional color: the artwork above the fireplace.”
McKinzie then had several upholstered furnishings
custom-made, such as the master bedroom’s bed and têteà-tête in the den. Next, she sprinkled in vintage finds such
as a 1970s brass-and-glass bar cart in the dining room.
“I love incorporating vintage pieces into my designs,” McKinzie
says. “Elements from bygone eras offer a different flavor
and make for wonderful conversation pieces.” Furthermore,
a 1950s Chippendale-style Asian cabinet sits perfectly
poised in the family room. “We lacquered the piece a bright
orange, and it’s within eyeshot of the front door. So you
walk in and see this vibrant cabinet,” McKinzie says.

Opposite: On the home’s backside, a spacious covered veranda provides shade from the hot Texas sun and
features existing furniture; classic teak steamer chairs from Thos. Baker reside on the side of the home. A
pool by Claffey Pools surrounds the landscaping, which has a tropical flair and includes windmill palms.
Below: The breakfast nook with a custom banquette is covered in a plum indoor-outdoor fabric by Chella
Textiles. Chairs from Palecek mingle with a custom table, both crowned with a Visual Comfort fixture from
Taylors on Ten. The Conrad Imports shade, purchased from EC Dicken, was handcrafted from vetiver root.

“The owners wanted a very simple,
clean-lined Hamptons-style pool
with minimal decking.”

-Tiffany McKinzie

Suzanne Kasler’s desk from Hickory Chair coordinates with an Oly chair covered in Effe Collection fabric from
EC Dicken in the master bedroom. A custom bed upholstered in serene Pindler velvet is dressed in bedding
from Peacock Alley. Bernhardt nightstands from Gorrod Gallery sport Arteriors lamps. The rug from Truett
Fine Carpets & Rugs grounds the space and a Mongolian wool footstool is from Huff Harrington in Atlanta.

In the master bedroom’s seating area, chairs by Hickory Chair, covered in a
Pindler fabric, provide a prime spot for conversation. Side tables and floor
lamps, all from Arteriors, round out the setting along with a custom ottoman
by McKinzie covered in a Clarke & Clarke velvet. Artwork is by Scott Reeder.

To incorporate pattern into the spaces, McKinzie and
the wife wallpapered several rooms. “The warmth of a
textured wallpaper or an amazing grass cloth adds so
much depth and personality to a room that paint just
isn’t capable of doing,” McKinzie says. Pattern was also
added in the form of fabrics—some by Effe Collection,
founded by Alice Franklin, who traveled the world taking
photographs before founding her textile company.
“Her patterns are brilliant and different,” says McKinzie.
“Everything comes from her love of photography and
what she finds to be beautiful in nature.” Throughout
the project, the couple worked with New York-based art
adviser Laura Solomon, of Laura Solomon Fine Art, to
find new pieces and place them throughout the home.

They especially enjoy discovering up-and-coming
contemporary artists. “I love how art can transform the
mood of a room with texture and color,” says the wife.
“The pieces provide energy, light and playfulness.”
McKinzie brought in a few pieces, as well, such as two
original works by Naomi Ernest in the living room and
another by Ernest in the master bedroom.
Throughout the process, the wife honored principles
of feng shui, an ancient Chinese practice used to create
balance in a home. “It was about designing rooms that
evoked harmony and calmness,” McKinzie says. As the
wife considers their home’s new vibe, she says, “Feng
shui has been a great guiding force. Now, the home has
such good energy and flow.”

